Picturebook CHARACTERS
“Peter loves to
build with blocks.
One day, he decides
to build a tower
that will reach the
moon, and he wants
to do it all by
himself. Will the
moon be made of
cheese? Can he catch
a shooting star? As
Peter climbs higher
and higher into
space, he discovers
he doesn’t have a
way down! He’ll have
to figure out what
to do next—all by
himself.”

“ Everyone loses
once in a while. But
being a good sport
when you lose isn’t
always easy—not
even for Rainbow
Fish. A lighthearted
look at accepting
loss without losing
your sparkle!”

“This outdoorsy
addition to the
spirited Ladybug
Girl series is
perfect for dog and
nature lovers, and
offers a gentle
lesson about
responsibility.”

“Hazel and Wally
want to be big and
tall so they start
rolling, picking up
mud and goo that
makes them seem
bigger but leads to
a series of problems
they can avoid only
if they keep
rolling.”

“Five little ducks
went out to play,
with one cool cat
leading the way.
Sing along with
Pete the Cat in his
groovy adaptation.”

Lola wants a cat,
but Mommy says
taking care of a pet
is a lot of work. So
Lola does her
homework. At the
library she finds
books about cats
and pet care and she
and Mommy learn as
much as they can.
She pretends her
stuffed kitty is real

and practices taking
care of it. When the
time comes, Lola is
allowed to pick out
her new friend at an
animal shelter.
With patience and
care, her kitten
settles in at home.
“BATMAN,
SUPERMAN, and
WONDER WOMAN
have many
extraordinary
abilities, but their
greatest superpower
of all? Family! In
this new addition to
the bestselling DC
Super Heroes
Picture Book series,
the diverse family
structures of the
World's Greatest
Heroes mirror the
lives of real-life
children and their
equally diverse
families.”

“Mr. Watson and
Mrs. Watson live
ordinary lives.
Sometimes their
lives feel a bit too
ordinary. Sometimes
they wish something
different would
happen. And one day
it does, when
someone
unpredictable finds
her way to their
front door. In a
delightful origin
story for the star of
the Mercy Watson
series, a tiny piglet
brings love (and
chaos) to Deckawoo
Drive — and the
Watsons’ lives will
never be the same.”

A young boy goes
through his morning
routine, going potty,
getting dressed,
eating breakfast,
brushing his teeth,
packing his bag, and
getting hugs and
kisses, while
imagining it all as a
heroic adventure
that Superman
might have.

Presents the story
of how Iron Man,
Thor, Ant-Man, and
the Wasp worked
together to keep
the Hulk from being
destructive due to
the trickster god
Loki's schemes and
decided to form the
Avengers after
seeing how well
they worked
together to handle
an enemy that was

too big for one of
them alone.
“Mr. Fish recalls
how, on his very
first day of school,
he anxiously went to
one classroom after
another watching
students do things
he could not, until
Miss Hewitt showed
him to the room
that was right for
beginners.”

“Signature rhyme,
repetition, and
musical writing
style, combined with
wild and witty
illustrations come
together to create
an unforgettable
new character who
embodies positivity,
creativity, and
kindness. Groovy Joe
is here, ready to get
groovy!”

“While on a camping
trip, five little
ducks pitch tents, go
fishing, toast
marshmallows
around a campfire,
and face frightening
night noises.”

“Pete the Cat and his
animal friends
welcome Gus the
Platypus, who
discovers his own
special talent.”

“Llama Llama is off
to visit Gram and
Grandpa and spend
his first night away
from home and
Mama.”

“Llama Llama's
mother takes good
care of him when he
has to stay home
from school because
he is sick, so when
Mama Llama begins
to feel sick, too,
Llama Llama knows
how to take care of
her..”

Bored and
frustrated, Llama
Llama moves
steadily toward a
tantrum during a
trip with Mama to
the grocery store,
and Mama realizes
there must be a way
to make shopping
more fun.

“At bedtime, a little
llama gets scared
after his mother
puts him to bed and
turns out the light,
so he goes
downstairs where
Mama puts it all
right.”

The pout-pout fish
believes he only
knows how to
frown, even though
many of his friends
suggest ways to
change his
expression, until one
day a fish comes
along that shows
him otherwise.”

“Regardless of all
his efforts,
Leonardo the
monster simply
cannot seem to
frighten anyone,
until he meets the
perfect nervous
little boy.”

Disappointed when
none of his friends
can attend his pirate
birthday, Monster
cheers up when he
goes to a pirate
theme park, instead.
and old, The B
 ad
Seed p
 roves that
positive change is
possible for each
and every one of us.”

It’s time for bed, and
Monster needs to go
to sleep. But he just
keeps finding more
things to stay awake
for! It isn’t until
Monster admits he is
afraid of the dark
that he finds a
glowing solution to
his nighttime
problem.

“Everyone’s favorite
pig is about to have
a birthday…but will
her penchant for
eavesdropping lead
to more than
presents?”

“Children will cheer
for the bunnies - or
for Mr. McGreely as they delight in
Candace Fleming's
clever sound effects
and G. Brian Karas's
vibrant, funny
illustrations.”

“Award-winning
author-illustrator
Chris Haughton is
back with another
simple, satisfying
story whose visual
humor plays out in
boldly graphic,
vibrantly colorful
illustrations.”

“When Cow gets her
hooves on the
farmer's car, she
takes it for a wild
ride through the
country. Moooo! But
a bump in the road
brings this joy ride
to a troublesome
end. Moo-moo. . .
Has Cow learned her
lesson about living
life in the fast
lane? Moo?”

“Harness the power
of imagination and
interactivity: Press
the yellow dot on
the cover of this
book, follow the
instructions within,
and embark upon a
magical journey!
Each page of this
surprising book
instructs the reader
to press the dots,
shake the pages, tilt
the book, and who
knows what will
happen next!
Children and adults
alike will giggle
with delight as the
dots multiply,

“A mess free way to
learn about
transforming colors
and following
directions: Accept
Hervé Tullet's
irresistible
invitation to mix it
up in a dazzling
adventure of whimsy
and wonder. Follow
the artist's simple
instructions and
suddenly colors
appear, mix,
splatter, and vanish
in a world powered
only by the reader's
imagination. In M
 ix
It Up! Tullet sets
readers on an

change direction,
and grow in size!”

extraordinary
interactive journey
all within the
printed page.”

“The
collage-and-waterc
olor art evokes the
bright simplicity of
Lois Ehlert and Eric
Carle and the
interactive concept
will delight fans of
Pat the Bunny.
Combining a playful
spirit and a sense of
wonder about
nature, Christie
Matheson has
created a new
modern classic that
is a winner in every
season—and every
story time!”

“What kind of a face
would you make if a
tickly green bug
were sitting on your
nose? Or if it
were—eek!—inside
your shirt? Could
you make a scary
face to frighten it
away? Or, even
better, stand up and
do the chicken
dance? Yes? Then
better get to it!
This exuberant,
interactive picture
book starring a
bossy little ladybug
and a GIANT hungry
frog will have kids
leaping up and down
and out of their
seats to dance and
make silly scary
faces of their own.”

"Vampirina and all
her monster friends
and family celebrate
a snow day"

Pete the Kitty is
super excited to visit
his friend Grumpy
Toad’s house for a
playdate! Grumpy
Toad has all the
best toys: a truck,
building blocks, and
a superhero cape.
Far out! It’s going
to be cat-tastic

In this version of
the folk song, "The
Ants Go Marching,"
as the Petes march
along the "groovy"
one gathers
instruments for a
musical
performance.

Splat the Cat can't
wait to be a big
brother. So when his
mom brings home a
special little guest,
Splat races from his
room, slides down
the banister, and
skids across the
hall, only to find his
mom holding . . . a
crocodile?! It's not
the baby Splat was
expecting, but he's
determined, no
matter how messy,
smelly, and tricky it
gets, to be the best
big brother he can
be!

A series of monsters
spend the night
trying to learn
what scares Darth
Vader, before
revealing their true
selves.

When Lucía realizes
shes misplaced her
special silver mask,
a frantic search
ensues with Gemma's
help. Lucía the
Luchadora's big
heart is on display
again in her latest
adventure, where she
learns that some
things, including
trouble making
little sisters, are
one of a kind.

At bedtime, a little
llama gets scared
after his mother
puts him to bed and
turns out the light,
so he goes
downstairs where
Mama puts it all
right.

The pout-pout fish
believes he only
knows how to
frown, even though
many of his friends
suggest ways to
change his
expression, until one
day a fish comes
along that shows
him otherwise.

When BB-8 is
separated from his
master, Poe
Dameron, on the
lonely desert planet
of Jakku, he has no
choice but to keep
rolling. It's all up
to him to get a
top-secret map back
to the Resistance so
they can find Luke
Skywalker and save
the galaxy from the
evil First Order.

"Lucía zips through
the playground in
her cape just like
the boys, but when
they tell her 'girls
can't be
superheroes,'
suddenly she doesn't
feel so mighty.
That's when her
beloved abuela
reveals a dazzling
secret: Lucía comes
from a family of
luchadoras, the bold
and valiant women
of the Mexican
lucha libre
tradition. Cloaked in
a flashy new
disguise, Lucía
returns as a recess
sensation! But when
she's confronted
with a case of
injustice, Lucía must
decide if she can stay
true to the ways of
the luchadora and
fight for what is
right, even if it
means breaking the
sacred rule of never
revealing the
identity behind her
mask."--Provided by
publisher.

A young boy goes
through his morning
routine, going potty,
getting dressed,
eating breakfast,
brushing his teeth,
packing his bag, and
getting hugs and
kisses, while
imagining it all as a
heroic adventure

A young Supergirl
fan faces her most
elusive adversary
sleep! As darkness
falls, a young girl
attempts to catch
some Z's while DC
Comics' SUPERGIRL
tracks down an
elusive enemy. With
super hero traits,

that Superman
might have.

like BRAVERY,
PATIENCE, and
PERSISTENCE,
they'll both turn
sleepless nights into
sweet success and
sweet dreams. Along
with Omar Lozano's
action-packed art,
bestselling author
Michael Dahl
(Bedtime for
Batman, Good
Morning, Superman
and Be a Star,
Wonder Woman)
delivers an
imaginative bedtime
book for fangirls
and fanboys alike.

In this new addition
to the bestselling
DC Super Heroes
Picture Book series,
the diverse family
structures of the
World's Greatest
Heroes mirror the
lives of real-life
children and their
equally diverse
families. Along with
bright, bold
illustrations and
poetically spare
text, award-winning
author Michael
Dahl (Bedtime for
Batman, Good
Morning, Superman,
and Be a Star,
Wonder Woman)
makes all families
no matter how big
or how small, feel
SUPER!

Mr. Fish feels
nervous venturing
deep in the sea to
look for Ms. Clam's
lost pearl until
Miss Shimmer helps
him conquer his fear
of the dark.

Mr. Fish finds the
courage to speak up
for his friends when
a shark comes to
the park and bullies
them.

A little boy makes
his bedtime an
exciting adventure,
as he imagines
Batman preparing to
fight crime in
Gotham City.

"The Pigeon is dirty
and he needs a bath,
but he won't go
willingly"--Provide
d by publisher.

The pigeon really,
really wants a
puppy, but when a
puppy arrives the
pigeon changes its
mind.

Pete the Cat and his
friends bake
cupcakes for a
party, but the
cupcakes go missing.

Pigeon learns about
sharing when a
curious duckling
keeps asking
questions about the
hot dog Pigeon has
found.

"Pete the Cat wants
to go to sleep, but
his animal friends
want to stay up and
play"

Pete the Cat is
learning a new
dance -- the Cool
Cat Boogie! When he
hears a groovy beat,
he's full of happy
feet. But when
Grumpy toad tells
him, "Pete, you dance
all wrong!" Pete is
determined to
become a better
dancer. With the
help of his friends
and some wise words
from Owl, Pete

learns that he's the
grooviest when he's
being himself.
Signature rhyme,
repetition, and
musical writing
style, combined with
wild and witty
illustrations infused
and gentle math
concepts come
together to create
an unforgettable
new Groovy Joe
story all about
positivity, creativity,
math, and kindness.
Groovy Joe is back,
ready to get groovy!

Ducky Duckling has
a rainy day
adventure, but when
the rain stops he
feels sad.

A young girl faces
her greatest
challenge, one that
will require all her
courage and
kindness--school,
and a spelling test.

Throughout the
school day, the
teacher helps Llama
Llama and the other
children practice
their letters, shows
word cards, reads
stories, and brings
them to the library
where they can all
choose a favorite
book. By the end of
the day, Llama
Llama is
recognizing words
and can't wait to
show Mama Llama
that he's becoming a
reader!

